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1. THE BRAND
Founded in 2011, Tom & Teddy is a premium Australian swimwear brand 
specialising in contemporary swim shorts in matching styles for men and 
boys. Tom & Teddy designs are inspired by long summer days by the water; 
the colours, iconic symbols and fond memories of happy holidays with 
friends and family.

2. THE STORY
After moving from the UK to Australia in 1999, Tom & Teddy founder, 
Michelle L’Huillier, noticed that men were mostly wearing knee-skimming 
board shorts, which were usually heavily branded. European-style, mid-
thigh swim shorts were hard to come by. And even though the guys rarely 
changed out of their togs after a swim in the ocean, their shorts stayed wet 
for a long time – a pre-swim breakfast involved sitting on a towel to soak up 
all the moisture! There seemed to be a genuine gap in the market for more 
tailored shorts that could be worn all day long, both in and out of the water.

Ten years later, Michelle had relocated to Singapore and, after the birth of 
her first son, she wanted to buy matching daddy and son swim shorts for 
a Father’s Day gift. There was a very limited selection of designs to choose 
from and she soon gave up on the idea. But the concept of launching her 
own male swimwear brand did take hold, offering big boys and little guys 
quick-dry, durable, UV-protected and mid-thigh shorts for the pool or ocean.



3. DESIGN
Our swimwear is fun and fresh, and appeals to juniors and 
adults alike. It is beautifully crafted and we use bold colours 
and graphic motifs to create designs that always look and 
feel distinctly Tom & Teddy.

Boy (years): 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12

Men: Small, Medium, Large, X Large, XX Large

Mid-thigh cut: unlike the traditional knee-length board short, 
Tom & Teddy swim shorts are cut at the mid-thigh point, a 
universally flattering length. 

Prints: we commission original graphic designs by a range 
of illustrators and artists to give our swim shorts an authentic 
edge.

T-shirt style rash tops: our rash tops have been designed to 
fit just like your favourite long- or short-sleeve t-shirt with a 
round neck, straight, semi-fitted cut and finishing at the hip. 



4. SWIM SHORT DETAILS
Tom & Teddy swim shorts meet exceptionally high specifications. From 
the consistency of our sizing to the stitching and finishing, we are 
fanatical about quality!

Outer fabric
All Tom & Teddy swim shorts are made in a super-soft, 
quick-dry, UV-protected micro-fibre fabric, so they’re 
really comfortable and a joy to wear. 

Rear eyelets
These small hoops are very important for good air 
circulation and to avoid the “blown up” look when you 
dive into the pool.

Back pocket
A secure velcro fastening means this pocket isn’t just for 
decoration. Simply zip money or keys into a water-proof 
wallet and you can swim with your valuables.

Inner lining
We wanted the inside of our shorts to be just as soft as 
the outside, so we’ve chosen a 100% cotton mesh lining 
over the more traditional nylon netting.

Braided draw-cord
This tough cord makes the waistband secure and 
adjustable. It’s nicely finished off with Tom & Teddy 
silicone tips, so there’s no chance of it fraying or 
unravelling. 



5. RASH TOP DETAILS

UPF50+ sun protection
Our UPF50+ rash tops have been awarded an “Excellent” 
rating by the Australia Radiation Protection and Nuclear 
Safety Agency (ARPANSA), so we’re really confident 
when we recommend wearing them for long periods of 
exposure to the sun, either in or out of the water.

Ultra durable fabric
We use a PBT/Polyester blend knitted fabric for our tops 
because it’s resistant to both salt and chlorine water – it 
stands the test of time! Our rashies don’t go baggy and 
lose their shape after one summer of wear; just follow the 
simple care guide for maximum longevity.

Silky inner lining
As with all Tom & Teddy swimwear, comfort is key. The 
smooth lining allows the top to slide on and feels great 
against the skin.





6. THE COLLECTIONS

SEASIDE
The Seaside range features clean, graphic motifs of Kites, Ice Creams 
and Seagulls – all inspired by good old days by the sea and nostalgic 
holidays of a golden era. With a base palette of juicy primary colours, 
combined with more seasonal shades, these shorts are both playful and 
sophisticated, and perfect for a beach or resort vacation.

COBALT SEAGULLS

ICE BLUE SEAGULLS LIME & NAVY ICE CREAMS

POPPY RED KITES

SCARLET & MINT SEAGULLS



BLUE WAVES GREEN WAVES

RED & BLUE OCTOPUS NAUTICAL BLUE OCTOPUS

RED & WHITE FISHBLUE & ORANGE OCTOPUS

GREEN & BLUE FISH BLUE & WHITE FISH

MARINE
Full of aquatic shapes and bright sunny colours, a pair of swimmers from 
our Marine range will have you ready for a few laps at the pool or a splash 
in the ocean in no time. Loved by boys and men alike, the distinctive 
designs are contemporary and unique, and are inspired by long, happy 
days at the beach.



SOLIDS
A collection of smart swim shorts in ocean shades to co-ordinate with 
every swimwear wardrobe. From a fresh apple-green to cool blue hues, 
there’s a pair fit for every holiday destination. 

ESTATE BLUE

MALIBU BLUE

GREEN APPLE



RASH TOPS
Based on a classic crew-neck style t-shirt, these UPF50+ rash tops  
co-ordinate perfectly with swim shorts from every Tom & Teddy collection. 
With a simple, streamlined silhouette, they come in a long- or short-
sleeve option and can be worn either in or out of the water.

LONG SLEEVE DEEP BLUE

SHORT SLEEVE DEEP BLUE

SHORT SLEEVE ELECTRIC BLUE

SHORT SLEEVE ORANGE POPSICLE

BOYS
ONLY





SWIM SHORT AND RASH TOP SIZE CHARTS

MEN’S SHORT SIZE CHART
Size S M L XL XXL

Waist size 30-32 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-40

In-seam 51/2 6 61/2 7 71/2

BOYS’ SHORT SIZE CHART
Years 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12

Waist size 19-20 21-22 22-24 24-26 26-28 28-30

In-seam 2 21/2 31/2 41/2 5 51/2

MEN’S RASH TOP SIZE CHART
Size S M L XL XXL

Chest width 18 19 20 20.5 21

Body length 261/2 27 28 29 291/2

Arm length (short sleeve) 71/2 8 81/2 9 91/4

Arm length (long sleeve) 25 251/2 26 261/2 27

BOYS’ RASH TOP SIZE CHART
Years 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12

Chest width 113/4 121/2 13 15 153/4 17

Body length 153/4 17 18 203/4 221/2 241/2

Arm length (short sleeve) 41/2 43/4 51/4 61/2 63/4 71/4

Arm length (long sleeve) 123/4 14 151/4 17 181/2 191/2

Note: All measurements are in inches.



LIKE US ON FACEBOOK: 
FACEBOOK.COM/TOMANDTEDDY

FOLLOW US VIA INSTAGRAM: 
INSTAGRAM.COM/TOMANDTEDDY
VIEW OUR INSPIRATION ON PINTEREST: 
PINTEREST.COM/TOMANDTEDDY

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: 
@TOM_AND_TEDDY

SHOP THE TOM & TEDDY COLLECTIONS AT 
WWW.TOMANDTEDDY.COM

http://facebook.com/tomandteddy
http://instagram.com/tomandteddy
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